Executive summary
Gender Parity Collaborative, Fall Solutions Summit – Sept. 24-25, 2019 | New York, NY
ATTENDANCE
Member organizations of the Gender Parity Collaborative met for their Fall Solutions Summit on September 24-25
in New York, NY - the meeting was hosted by Medidata Solutions.
•
•

•
•

Group welcome by Glen de Vries, President - Medidata Solutions
Kick-off by Laurie Cooke, President and CEO of the Healthcare Businesswomen’s Association (HBA) and
Liz Coyle, HBA’s EVP Value Offerings - review consortium’s mission, agreed 2019 priorities and purpose
of the summit.
Antitrust statement read by Laurie Cooke at the beginning of the meeting and distributed to participants
17 member organizations represented: 65% VP and above | 35% Director/Sr. Director | 5% Other

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
Regrouping for the third time since its first 2018 Global Council, the following observations emerge:
Data is an important transformation vehicle for the healthcare industry
Over and over, data opens and/or forces dialogues; data informs, data creates awareness, data confronts and
data confirms the need for action.
Being a change agent and trailblazer is hard - heavy pushback is expected
A lot can be seen as impossible until it’s done and then becomes the new normal. WIFM, fear of litigation,
fear of change, human natural biases… transforming an organization into a diverse workplace takes time and
commitment.
Competing priorities are more challenging than ever
Growing stakeholder groups, limited resources and increasing pressure for diversity continues to challenge
companies to do more with less
Global perspective magnifies the effort and needs to be addressed
Local laws and cultures create an interesting challenge for global team who can’t apply a one size fits all
approach, stretching their resources even more
Collaborative member companies strongly believe that collectively they can and will drive change.

KEY TAKE-AWAYS
• Cross-company sharing and learning continues to be of extreme value to every attendees
• Participants requesting additional time for real action planning
• Create effective mechanism to capture references, research and solutions to make them easily available to
Collaborative members.
• Members are expecting all Collaborative companies to share
IMPORTANT UPCOMING DATES
• 3-4 December, 2019
• 7-8 April, 2020
• 29-30 September, 2020
• 1-2 December, 2020

Global Council 2019
Spring Solutions Summit
Fall Solutions Summit
Global Council 2020
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Meeting highlights
FALL SUMMIT GOALS
• Discern progress and learnings from Spring summit, celebrate successes.
• Deep dive on Women of Color (agreed summit priority), establish our POV and preliminary roadmap for action.
• Drive action within companies and (re)establish expectation for accountability and participation.
• Continue to build our culture of collaboration and provide participants an environment to expand professional
networks and create community
OVERALL SUMMIT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• Assessed progress and gained additional insights on our Spring priorities
• Established our collective point of view regarding accelerating the advancement of Women of Color
o Increased our understanding and knowledge regarding WOC
o Openly shared best practices across Collaborative companies (thank you!)
o Provided access to a few solution providers and industry contacts
o Shared a draft road map for tactical action planning
• Strengthened and expanded our relationships
PRIORITY PROGRESS & OBSERVATIONS
1)

ON “ENGAGING MAN AS ALLIES”
• 95% of respondents are encouraged to continue pushing this issue further
• 37% of respondents are still not aware of any investment made to engage men as allies in their
organizations - this is a critical issue for companies to address.
• 67% of respondents are not offering/ not aware of actions to engage senior leadership team despite
identifying this as a crucial step within an organization.
• 85% of them are not offering any support to engage male as allies at lower level in the organizations.
Again, this is a critical step to driving cultural change.
Below are the responses to the question: what is the biggest obstacle to accelerating the engagement of
males as allies? ACCOUNTABILITY, RESOURCES, DEFINITION OF ALLY-SHIP, PRIORITES AND AWARNESS
appeared as some of the main obstacles according to Summit participants.

Specific next steps:
• Enable member companies to put priority on and get resources for males-as-allies priority in their 2020
planning
Restructure the roadmap for greater clarity on company status and progress
Increase communications (internally and externally) to raise visibility on this issue
Build-out information repository on Males-Allies solution providers
• Means to accelerate progress will be discussed during upcoming Global Council
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2)

ON “CONNECTING GENDER PARITY SCORECARD TO COMPENSATION”
• Top 3 priority (out of 24) during the Global Council 2018,
• Progress remains very slow - few companies already engaging is these types of practices seem to
continue on what they’ve built; others are developing goals and/or scorecard and trying to get
internal alignment.
Below are the responses to the question: what is the first word that comes to mind when we talk about
connecting gender parity goals to leadership compensation. ACCOUNTABILITY, RESISTANCE,
CHALLENGING, ARMEGEDDON, SCARED, RELUCTANCE, DIFFICULT show some of the difficulties
encountered.

Specific next steps:
• Member companies to continue to put pressure on their organization to more tightly connect gender parity
goals and incentive systems.
• Discuss means to accelerate progress during upcoming Global Council
3)

ON “ADVANCING WOMEN OF COLOR”
• Topic established as top priority from the Global Council prioritization: “Within our organizations, in
all of our processes, across all of our work streams, we will pledge to apply the women of color lens.”
• Reviewed market data and employee experience, which established common foundation to
understanding the current state
• Discussed current initiatives happening in Collaborative member companies
• Pursued solutions for common challenges
• Saw successful program examples from EY and Center for Talent Innovation
Below are the responses to the question: what would be the key impact to accelerating the advancement
of Women of Color in our industry. RESULTS, REPRESENTATION, INNOVATION, BETTER OUTCOMES,
PROFIT, EQUALITY were top of mind.

Specific next steps:
• Circulate final POV and roadmap for action
• Build-out information repository on Women of Color research and available resources
• Maintain a WOC lens on any new priority(ies) identified at the Global Council
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About the Gender Parity Collaborative
The Gender Parity Collaborative is a new consortium powered by the Healthcare Businesswomen’s Association
and focusing on accelerating gender parity in the healthcare-life-science industry. Members to date include:

Advanced Clinical, Amgen, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Celgene, Eli Lilly and Company, GlaxoSmithKline,
Johnson & Johnson, Lundbeck, Medidata Solutions, Novartis, Pfizer, Quest Diagnostics, GenentechRoche, Sanofi, StrongBridge Biopharma and W2O. More member companies will continue to selectively join
the consortium, growing is collective influence and impact on the industry.

- How the Collaborative will make measurable difference Each member organization has 2 to 3 committed senior executive champions. The executive champions represent
the Global Council, which meet annually to set strategic priorities for the year to come. Members organizations
then meet two other times throughout the year to work on and implement prioritized recommendations. Unlike
other pledges or movement, the work of the Collaborative will be measured every year as a group and through a
close collaboration with McKinsey & Co/LeanIn.org. and their Women in the Workplace annual study.

Gender Parity Collaborative - Fall Solutions Summit – Sept. 2019 – New York, NY

17 Collaborative member represented to discuss the advancement of Women of Color in the Healthcare/Life-Science industry
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